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Abstract: Sound recording of interview with Eric Solomon conducted by Peter Carroll. Describes SFSU in the 1960s as a "liberal teacher's dream" details his leadership of the SFSU faculty strike, its development, and its legacies.

Location: Collection is available onsite.

Language of Material: Languages represented in the collection: English.

Access
Collection is open for research.
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Preferred Citation
Eric Solomon oral history. San Francisco State University. Labor Archives and Research Center

Acquisition Information
Interview conducted by Peter Carroll, 1992.

Biography
San Francisco State University English professor and leader in the faculty strike of 1969; hired by SFSU in the fall of 1964.

Scope and Contents
Sound recording of interview with Eric Solomon conducted by Peter Carroll. Describes SFSU in the 1960s as a "liberal teacher's dream" details his leadership of the SFSU faculty strike, its development, and its legacies.
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